Hybrid Preprocessing Method for Support Vector Machine for Classification of Imbalanced Cerebral Infarction Datasets
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Abstract — Cerebral infarction is one of the causes of ischemic stroke in the brain, and machine learning can be used in the detection of cerebral infarction in the brain. In diagnosing the presence of cerebral infarction in the brain, machine learning is used because it is not enough just to use a CT scan to diagnose. Support vector machine (SVM) is a machine learning method that is known for its high accuracy value. However, SVM can produce less optimal results if the data used is imbalanced. If imbalanced data is used, the resulting model will be biased. Therefore, this study uses a hybrid preprocessing method for SVM on the classification of an imbalanced cerebral infarction dataset obtained from the Department of Radiology at Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital. This method is a combination of several sampling methods that deal with the problem of imbalanced data and utilizes undersampling and oversampling techniques in combination with SVM. Oversampling modifying the infarction dataset through the duplication of data with a small number of classes to be balanced with a large number of data classes. While undersampling reducing data with a large number of classes to be balanced with a smaller number of data classes. Undersampling and Oversampling are combined into a hybrid method. This method is a hybrid method of the undersampling and oversampling that can be used in SVM. The results of hybrid method using SVM will be compared with the undersampling and oversampling using SVM, individually. And SVM method without preprocessing the imbalanced dataset. The accuracy of the proposed method reached 94% in our evaluations for SVM using a hybrid preprocessing method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Indonesia, stroke is the third deadliest disease, exceeded only by heart disease and cancer. From the data at Southeast Asia Medical Information Center, it is known that the highest mortality rate resulting from stroke occurs in Indonesia, followed by the Philippines, Singapore, Brunei, Malaysia, and Thailand. Ischemic stroke is the most common type of stroke in Indonesia, accounting for 52.9% of all stroke patients.

Stroke is a disease that occurs due to circulatory disorders, which are caused by the presence of blockages (infarction) or ruptured blood vessels in the brain [1]. This infarction of blood vessels in the brain can be caused by the presence of blood clots in the heart or in other blood vessels [1]. When a stroke occurs, tissue in the brain will die, which can stop the circulation of blood carrying oxygen and nutrients to the body [2].

In general, strokes are classified into two types, as hemorrhagic stroke or ischemic stroke. Hemorrhagic stroke is caused by an increase in acute blood pressure, or by other diseases that cause weak blood vessels [3]. Meanwhile, ischemic stroke is caused by a blockage of the arteries due to emboli, or by atherosclerosis in the blood vessels of the brain [3]. Blockage of the arteries is called infarction. In ischemic stroke, cerebral infarction is the more common condition, and is the death of brain cells due to prolonged ischemia [3].

For patients with ischemic stroke, a cerebral infarction can be seen in the brain through detection with a CT scan. However, the results of a CT scan are not enough to detect and diagnose the presence of infarction in the brain. Machine learning can be used to assist in the detection and classification of infarcts in the brain using labels and features available from the results of CT scans.

This study proposes a Hybrid Preprocessing of Imbalanced Data and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
classification method to classify datasets of cerebral infarction in the brain leading to ischemic stroke. A dataset was obtained from the Department of Radiology at Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital (RSCM). However, because infarction data is not balanced, the imbalanced tendency of the class data will cause instability, and the data will be more inclined to classification as classes composed of larger numbers.

The problem of imbalanced data is solved by modifying the infarction dataset through the duplication of minority data, or data with a small number of classes, to be balanced with data with a large number of data classes [4]. This process is also called oversampling. Other datasets are modified by reducing majority data, or reducing data with a large number of classes, to be balanced with a smaller number of data classes [4]. This process is also called undersampling.

There are several studies that have discussed this resampling technique, including Burez et al [5], who investigated the impact of CUBE random undersampling and other sophisticated undersampling techniques on imbalanced datasets to predict customers churn. The modeling techniques used were random weighting, increasing gradient, logistic regression, and random forest. The results of the study show that the technique has not been very successful.

Amin et al [6] presented research on retrieval techniques for rulemaking in unbalanced datasets to include the SMOTE and MWMOTE techniques using genetic algorithms. Vafeiadis et al [7] presented a comparative study of Neural Network algorithms, SVM, Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes and Logistic Regression for churn prediction systems. Based on the results of their study, SVM was shown to be the algorithm that produces the best accuracy among other algorithms.

This study uses a hybrid preprocessing method that combines oversampling and undersampling methods to achieve results that are more accurate. After preprocessing on imbalanced data, balanced data is used as input for SVM classifiers that classify the presence of cerebral infarction that can lead to ischemic stroke. Our primary motivation is to determine how the hybrid preprocessing method influences the prediction accuracy of infarction data by calculating the model accuracy using SVM classifiers.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Oversampling

Oversampling is a technique for the process of resampling with imbalanced data. Minority class data samples are duplicated to balance them with data that have larger numbers of data classes [8]. Mathematically, the oversampling method can be explained through the below equation [9]:

\[ |S'_{\text{min}}| = |S_{\text{min}}| \cup |E| \] (1)

Where S is training data and E is synthetic data. Various oversampling techniques are used in duplicating the data to appropriately improve the performance of algorithms. In this study, the oversampling technique used is the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique.

B. Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE)

The Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [10] is an oversampling technique that adds new synthetic data to minority classes to balance them with the majority class sample. The parameters used are the percentage of minority classes that are exceeded, the total number of minority class data, and data parameters that state the value of the nearest neighbor of the minority class to the majority class. First, the algorithm finds the value of k, which is the value of the nearest neighbor to each sample of the minority class using a measure of Euclidean distance [11]. Synthetic data is generated along with line segments that are joined by samples of the original minority classes with the k of their closest neighbors [11]. The value of k depends on the amount of synthetic data needed [11].

Steps in sampling synthesis [12]:

- Generate a random number between 0 and 1
- Calculate the difference between feature vectors of minority class samples to their closest neighbors
- The result of calculating the difference between the vectors will be doubled with the random number generated in step number 1
- Add the multiplication results from Step 3 to the minority class feature vector
- Identify the newly created sample with the resulting feature vector.

C. Undersampling

Undersampling is also a technique for the process of resampling with imbalanced data. A portion of the majority class sample is removed to balance it with the minority sample [10]. Mathematically, the undersampling method can be explained through the below equation [9]:

\[ |S^{'\text{max}}| \text{max} \leftarrow |S_{\text{max}}| \cap |E| \] (2)

Where S is training data and E is synthetic data. A number of measured observations for \(|E|\) are taken randomly from the majority class \(S_{\text{max}}\), resulting in a majority class with the new size \(S'_{\text{max}}\)

\[ |S'| \leftarrow |S_{\text{min}}| \cup |S'_\text{max}| \] (3)

Then a new data \(S'\) is formed by combining the observations of the \(S_{\text{min}}\) minority class and the new majority class \(S'_{\text{max}}\)

\[ |S'| \leftarrow |S_{\text{min}}| \cup |S_{\text{max}}| \cap |E| \] (4)

D. Edited Nearest Neighbor (ENN)

Edited Nearest Neighbor (ENN) is an undersampling technique for majority class data samples [13]. ENN works by removing the sample data whose class label value is different from the majority of the k values of its closest neighbor [13]. A balanced dataset will help improve the performance of the learning algorithm. However, because the majority class sample to be deleted is the result of deleting randomly selected data, this method can sometimes delete important data samples from the training dataset [13]. To avoid this, several undersampling techniques have been
used in research. In this study, the method used is a hybrid preprocessing method based on SMOTE, Edited Nearest Neighbor, and SVM.

E. Hybrid Preprocessing Method

This method is a combination of SMOTE and ENN methods for oversampling and undersampling, respectively, and is used to balance the dataset. Some majority class samples that are deleted are added to the minority class sample [11], to enhance performance relative to the performance of the techniques when used individually. The hybrid method used in this study is SMOTEENN (SMOTE+ENN), which applies rules to data cleansing by deleting several data samples from both classes [11]. Samples of data to be deleted are selected based on the number of closest neighbors that are misclassified [11]. That is, if the closest neighbors from any sample data are misclassified, they are removed from the training data.

F. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

SVM is a machine learning technique that includes supervised learning. SVM aims to minimize structural risk and account for aspects of generalization by finding the best hyper plane to separate data from defined classes [14]. The best hyper plane has the largest margin with the smallest error [15], where margin is the distance between the first class hyper plane and the second-class hyper plane [15]. The class hyper plane is comprised the class data points closest to the hyper plane, which are called support vectors [15].

Suppose there is a data \( N, x_i, y_i \) where \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \) and \( y_i \epsilon \{-1, 1\} \) with \( y_i \) is class labels of the infarct dataset, namely infarct class and normal class. The hyper plane that will be formed is defined by the following equation:

\[
y(x) = w^T x + b
\]  

(5)

where \( w \) is a vector of the weight parameter values, and \( b \) is a bias that has a scalar value. The formed hyperplane will separate the data into two classes on the infarction dataset, namely the infarct class and the normal class, or the class SVM method that has positive and negative values. The process of separating these datasets is carried out with the following conditions:

\[
w^T x + b \geq 1, y_i = +1
\]  

(6)

\[
w^T x + b \leq 1, y_i = -1
\]  

(7)

The above equations in general can be stated in the following statement:

\[
y_i (w^T x + b) \geq 1, i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]  

(8)

The distance between the two hyperplanes can be defined with the equation below:

\[
\frac{|w^T x_1 + b|}{||w||} = \frac{1}{\ ||w||}
\]  

(9)

The resulting total distance between the two hyper planes is \( \frac{1}{\ ||w||} \). To maximize margins, \( lw1 \) is minimized by

\[
\min \frac{1}{2} ||w||^2
\]  

(10)

If training data is not linearly separated, then a slack \( \varepsilon_i \) variable can be added which is used as a misclassification of the noisy example. Adding slack variables changes the formula to the following:

\[
\min \frac{1}{2} ||w||^2 + C \sum \varepsilon_i
\]  

(11)

with the provision of

\[
y_i (w^T x_i + b) \geq 1 - \varepsilon_i
\]  

(12)

and

\[
\varepsilon_i \geq 0 \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, n
\]  

(13)

If \( \varepsilon > 1 \), there will be misclassification at that point. There is a parameter \( C \) that is used to avoid overfitting, and it is referred to as the soft margin classification. To produce the optimal solution, the Lagrange duality theorem is used, and the formula below is a decision function of SVM :

\[
g(x) = sgn \left( \sum (i = 1)^D \varepsilon_i \sigma_i K(x_i, x) + \alpha^* \right) s.t. \quad 0 \leq \sigma_i \leq C
\]  

(14)

where \( \sigma_i \) is the Lagrange dual solved by the quadratic optimization problem, \( \alpha^* \) shows the optimum bias value, and \( K(x_i, x) \) is the kernel function which is expressed as:

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = \exp \left( -\frac{||x_i - x_j||^2}{\sigma^2} \right)
\]  

(15)

where, the kernel function used in this study is the kernel Radial Basis Function (RBF).

G. Kernel Function

The kernel function resolves problems that are linear in order to be applied to non-linear problems [14]. Especially for algorithms expressed in inner product between two vectors [14]. In this study, kernel functions are used in Support Vector Machine. In finding support vectors, it takes the dot product results from a data that has been transformed into a new space that has a higher dimension [15]. The transformation \( \emptyset \) is usually hard to know, so it can be replaced by the kernel function \( K(x_i, x_j) \), which can be defined as transformation \( \emptyset \) implicitly [15]. Therefore, the equation of the kernel trick is as follows:

\[
K(x_i, x_j) = \emptyset(x_i). \emptyset(x_j)
\]  

(16)

In general, the kernel function is defined as follows:
There are several kernel functions with the parameters in Table I

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Kernel Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linier</td>
<td>( K(x_i, x_j) = |x_i - x_j|^T x_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polynomial</td>
<td>( K(x_i, x_j) = |x_i - x_j|^T x_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>( K(x_i, x_j) = \exp(-|x_i - x_j|^2/\sigma^2) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigmoid</td>
<td>( K(x_i, x_j) = \tanh(\beta_0 x_i^T x_j + \beta_1) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, the kernel function used is the kernel Radial Basis Function (RBF). The RBF kernel is often used with SVM classification. From the above equation, there is \( \|x_i - x_j\|^2 \) which is called the Euclidean square distance, which is the distance between two feature vectors. \( \sigma \) is a free parameter that is not zero [14], [15].

**H. proposed method**

First, a classification model is built for infarction data. The dataset used consists of 70% training data and 30% testing data. A Python program is used to determine the presentation of sample accuracy for the minority data class and the majority data class, where the minority data class is a positive data class (i.e., there is infarction in the brain) and the majority data class is a negative data class (i.e., there is no infarction in the brain). The number of samples of the minority and majority class data is denoted by \( D_{\text{min}} \) and \( D_{\text{max}} \) respectively.

Second, resampling techniques are used to balance the training data samples [4]. Either data samples from minority classes are added with synthetic data obtained using oversampling techniques, or data samples from the majority class are omitted based on the value of the nearest neighbor from the data obtained using undersampling techniques [4]. The oversampling and undersampling techniques are then combined into a hybrid resampling method to achieve good classification performance.

Third, the data classification model is trained using the SVM classification. In this stage, some data training will be conducted. Among them is training data before and after using resampling techniques with SVM classification. After that, predictions are made on the data and will be compared with the results of the prediction mentioned above.

**III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

**A. Data**

The data used in this study are from ischemic stroke patients who have cerebral infarction in their brain. Data was taken from January to November 2018 from Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital. This infarction data amounted to 156 data with 7 features proportioned as 70% training data and 30% testing data from the original data, with actual amounts of 103 major data and 53 minor data. Minor data represent data classes that indicate the presence of infarction, and the label ‘1’ is used for the dataset, while the major data represent data classes that do not indicate infarction, and the label ‘0’ is used for the dataset. Table II explains the infarction data features that will be examined.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Definition of feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>The size of the area from the infarction point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>The minimum value of infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>The maximum value of infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>The average value of infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard error value of infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>The sum value of infarction point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Length of infarction point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Metric Evaluation**

Metric evaluation of this method is needed to determine that the method proposed in this study can solve the classification problem of the presence of cerebral infarction in the brain leading to stroke. An evaluation was carried out based on the values of Accuracy, Recall, Precision, and f-score.

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Positive Class</td>
<td>TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Class</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Positive Class</td>
<td>FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Class</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information:
TP: True Positive: Infarction is predicted, and infarction is present
FP: False Positive: Infarction is predicted, and infarction is not present
FN: False Negative: Absence of infarction is predicted, and infarction is present
TN: True Negative: Absence of infarction is predicted, and no infarction is present

Confusion matrices for the SVM method alone, the SVM method with SMOTE, SVM method with ENN, and the SVM method with the Hybrid Method (SMOTEENN) are shown in Table IV, Table V, Table VI and Table VII respectively.

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Positive Class</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Class</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Positive Class</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Class</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table V

**Confusion Matrix for the SVM Method with SMOTE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>Actual Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Class</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Class</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI

**Confusion Matrix for the SVM Method with ENN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>Actual Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Class</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Class</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VII

**Confusion Matrix for the SVM Method with the Hybrid Method (SMOTENN)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
<th>Actual Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Class</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Class</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Accuracy of classification**: The classification accuracy is the average number of samples categorized or predicted correctly by the classifier. The greater the value for Accuracy of classification, the better the performance of the method.

\[
\text{Accuracy of Classification} = \frac{(TN + TP)}{(FN + TP + FP + TN)} \quad (18)
\]

2) **Recall or True Positive Rate**: Recall is the coverage of a model in predicting a particular class. The greater the value of Recall, the better the performance of the method.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{(FN + TP)} \quad (19)
\]

3) **Specificity or True Negative Rate**: Specificity is the prediction of the negative class sample test with the overall negative class sample. The higher the value of the Specificity, the better the performance of the method.

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{(FP + TN)} \quad (20)
\]

4) **Precision or Positive Predictive Value**: Precision is the ratio of the test positive sample class that is predicted correctly with the overall positive class sample. The higher the value of Precision, the better the performance of the method.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{(FP + TP)} \quad (21)
\]

5) **f-score**: The f-score is the average harmonic between Precision and Recall. The best classifiers have a value close to 1 and the worst classifiers have a value close to 0.

\[
f1 = 2 \times \left( \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \right) \quad (22)
\]

### C. Result

Table VIII shows the results of the accuracy of the entire method used, both before and after resampling techniques with SVM classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy Data Training</th>
<th>Accuracy Data Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with ENN</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with SMOTE</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with SMOTENN</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As listed in table VIII, the best accuracy obtained was 94%, which resulted from the SVM classification method using data that was sampled with SMOTENN. Meanwhile, the lowest level of accuracy resulted from the SVM classifiers using data without the use of a resampling technique and was equal to 87%. Table IX shows the overall performance of the SVM classification model, both before and after the use of resampling techniques on the infarction data.

### Table IX

**Classification Report for Each Method**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>f-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with ENN</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with SMOTE</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with SMOTENN</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As listed in Table IX, the SVM with SMOTENN method had better performance than the other methods used, with a recall value of 91%. This was followed by the SVM with ENN method with a recall value of 89%. Based on the precision values obtained, the SVM with SMOTENN and SVM with ENN methods demonstrated the best results, with values of 92%. However, based on the specificity value, the SVM with ENN method demonstrated better results than the SVM with SMOTENN method as well as other methods, with a value of 96%. Because all methods in this study have f-score close to 1, they are all good methods for classification of the presence of infarction in the brain leading to stroke. However, highest f-score resulted from the SMOTENN method, with a value of 91%. Based on the f-score, the best method is the SMOTENN method.

Table X shows the overall performance of the SVM classification model in the class 0 data sample (negative class that does not have brain infarction) both before and after resampling techniques. The data sample class 0 is the majority data sample.
Based on the recall values listed in Table X, the SVM with SMOTEENN method is better relative to other methods, with a recall value of 94%, followed by the SVM method without using resampling techniques, with a recall value of 90%. Based on the precision values, the SVM with ENN method is the best method for handling problems of the majority class, with precision values of 100%, followed by the SVM with SMOTEENN method, with precision values of 94%. The SVM with ENN method is also the best method based on the specificity values, with a value of 100%. Because all the methods in this study have f-score close to 1, they are all good methods for sampling this majority class data. However, the highest f-score resulted from the SMOTEENN method, with a value of 94%. Based on the f-score, the best method is the SMOTEENN method.

Table XI shows the overall performance of the SVM classification model in the class 1 data sample (positive class of infarction in the brain) both before and after the resampling technique was performed. Class 1 data samples are minority data samples.

### TABLE X
CLASSIFICATION REPORT FOR EACH METHOD IN MAJORITY CLASS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>F-score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with ENN</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with SMOTE</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM with SMOTEENN</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SMOTE method, which is good at handling this minority class problem, with a specificity value of 87%. Based on the f-score, the SVM with SMOTEENN method is the best method, with an f-score of 88%.

In this study, we examined an imbalanced data class sample from a hospital regarding cerebral infarction. The data had 103 majority data and 53 minority data. Evaluations were carried out for resampling techniques including the ENN Undersampling technique, the SMOTE Oversampling technique, and the SMOTEENN hybrid resampling technique, which combines the SMOTE and ENN techniques. After resampling the data, the balanced data was tested using SVM classifiers to predict the classification of cerebral infarction in the brain leading to ischemic stroke. The main objective of this study was to improve the classification performance of machine learning algorithms for the prediction of minority and majority classes. We compared SVM classifiers without the use of resampling techniques in training data against SVM classifiers using resampling techniques on training data, for both minority and majority classes. This method produces increased performance for SVM because of the imbalanced data class samples being deleted based on the number of closest neighbors, preventing misclassification in the data. The hybrid method achieved the highest accuracy, at 94%.

### IV. CONCLUSION
Predicting the presence of cerebral infarction in the brain of a patient assists hospital radiologists in diagnosing ischemic stroke in patients, as one of the causes of ischemic stroke is cerebral infarction, or the blockage and rupture of blood vessels in the brain.

The experimental results show that the performance of SVM classifiers is improved by the use of resampling techniques to rebalance the infarct data, which allows SVM to properly and correctly predict the data. Based on our results, the SVM with SMOTEENN method provides the best classification of cerebral infarction. This method is a hybrid of SVM with ENN and SVM with SMOTE and it can produce better accuracy relative to that of their use individually.
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